This tutorial will show you how to make a block that is 9.5″ square. You can make your block larger or smaller
by changing the size of your triangles accordingly. For this tutorial all seams are 1/4″, which is standard for
quilting.
A note about choosing your fabrics: Because of the complicated pattern for a buzz saw quilt, take your time
planning your quilt before going to the fabric store so you’ll know exactly how much of each you’ll need. And,
it never hurts to buy extra in case there are some hiccups along the way!
To make this block, you will need:



Two 10″ squares of contrasting fabrics
One 2.5″ x 9.5″ rectangle of one of those fabrics

This trick will save you some time: Pin your fabric squares together, with
right sides facing in. Draw a diagonal line from one corner to the opposite
corner, and stitch 1/4″ from the line on either side.
Cut along the line you drew so you have two triangles. If you open them up, you’ll have a square with both of
your fabrics.

Put one of the squares aside — you can use it for another block.
Press open the seam on the back of your square. It’s a bit fiddley, but pressing always keeps things looking nice
and neat (…especially if you aren’t a *perfect* quilter!)

Lay your square on your cutting mat. Using a rotary cutter, cut the square into four equal strips.

Note: To save yourself a lot of aggravation, make sure that for each quilt block you make, the fabrics are in the
same position before you cut the strips. So, if the bottom fabric here is blue, I will always make sure that the
blue is on the bottom when I cut the rest of my blocks. This will ensure that when it comes time to sew your
blocks together, they will form a nice pattern!
Next you want to reverse the order of your strips, and add your 2.5″ x 9.5″ strip on the end — can you see buzz
saw pattern?

Stitch the strips together and voila! You may want to square up your quilt block at this point to make sure they
are all the same size.

To see how the pattern comes together, you need to sew a few more of these. Once you have four finished, you
can stitch them together and you get a buzz saw shape!

You can see that each of the corners can form more buzz saws (…I told you the pattern for this one was a bit
tricky!)

To recap….
One buzz saw block:

Four blocks:

24 blocks:

